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Of somewhat wider distribution is the third! of these stories treated in Aarne's study. In this 

there is only one object, a magic mill or pot (Type 565). The hero receives a magic mill which 

grinds meal or salt, and which only the owner can command to stop. Sometimes it is a girl 

who is given a magic pot which fills with porridge and which will obey no one but its owner. 

The tale may proceed in any one of three ways. ln one, the girl's mother commands the pot to 

work, but the house overflows with porridge before the daughter can return and stop it. Or the 

man who steals the mill sets it to grinding meal and must call the owner to the rescue. The 

third ending is more tragic: A sea-captain steals the salt mill and takes it aboard ship, where 

he commands it to grind salt. He is unable to stop the mill, which keeps on grinding even after 

the ship sinks under the weight of the salt. This is the reason why the sea is salt.  

Aarne comes to the conclusion that this tale, extending from Norway through central Europe 

to Greece, is a special development of the story with two magic objects which we have just 

discussed. A particular subgroup, that concerning the salt mill, he thinks has been developed 

by a mixture with an old seaman tradition about why the sea is salt.  
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Local to the Baltic and Scandinavian countries are(8): a version of The Children and the Ogre 

(Type 327C); The Vampire (Type 363); The Prince as Serpent (Type 433); The Raven Helper 

(Type 553); The Magic Providing Purse (Type 564); The Magic Mill (Type 565; sporadic in 

Ireland, Greece, and France); Beloved of Women (Type 580) ; The Thieving Pot (Type 591); 

Fiddevav (Type 593); The Gifts of the Dwarfs (Type 611); The Beautiful and the Ugly Twin 

(Type 711); The Mother who Wants to Kill her Children (Type 765); the Prodigal's Return 

(Type 935); and At the Robbers' House (Type 956A).  

(8). Single sporadic occurrences elsewhere are disregarded.  
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Such are a few of the groups of explanatory legends concerning the formation of the land. As 

to the sea, the most puzzling feature has been the saltness of its water, and various legends 



have attempted to account for, this. The most familiar is the tale of the stolen salt mill which 

will stop grinding only at the command of its master. A ship captain takes it aboard his ship, 

and it continues to grind salt until the ship is sunk and the whole sea has been filled with 

it.(12) 

(12). This motif appears as a part of a regular folktale, Type 565.  

  

 


